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This paper employs aerodynamic principles
for the physical animation of bird flight. The
wing of a bird is generated by varying aero-
foil sections and overall geometrical parame-
ters of the basic wing. The beating and other
motions of the wings are specified as func-
tions of time. The resulting trajectory of the
bird is predicted by the aerodynamic and
gravitational force distribution on the bird’s
wing. Targeting is achieved by controlling
the pitching moment of the bird around its
centre of gravity. Animation sequences com-
prising various flight phases are generated
for verifying the performance of the system.
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a Acceleration
A Amplitude of the flap or lead-lag motions
c Sectional chord
Cd0 Profile drag for the finite wing
cg Centre of gravity
cp Centre of pressure
f Frequency
I Moment of inertia of the bird
J Number of points used to discretize the

wing along the spanwise direction
kd Derivative gain
kp Proportional gain
m Mass
M Pitching moment
n Sectional normal force
nz Component ofn perpendicular to the flight

direction
N Total normal force on the wing perpen-

dicular to the flight direction
P Period
T Time used to describe periodic motions
U Total inflow velocity
V Normal component of freestream velocity

at the leading edge of an aerofoil section
Vβ Sectional flapping velocity
Vζ Sectional lead-lag velocity
V∞ Freestream velocity
W Weight of the bird
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates fixed to the bird
X,Y, Z Cartesian coordinates fixed to the world
α Angle of attack
α0 Zero lift angle of attack
β Dihedral
δ Mean profile drag of a wing
εP Half the time duration to change twist
ζ Sweep
θ Sectional twist
Θ Twist of the tip section relative to the root

section
ϑ Body axis angle
λ Taper ratio
µ Tangential force on an aerofoil section
µz Component ofµ in the flight direction
ν Climb angle
ρ Density of air
σ Three-dimensional lift curve slope
τ Torque
φ Phase difference between the flap and

lead-lag motions of the secondaries
φsp Phase difference between the lead-lag mo-

tions of the secondaries and primaries
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ω Semispan
I Total thrust in the bird flight direction
∆ Difference operator

Subscripts

cg Pertaining to center of gravity
cp Pertaining to center of pressure
d Downstroke
i Initial values for starting the calculations
p Primaries
s Secondaries
u Upstroke
X Component alongX– direction
Y Component alongY– direction
β Pertaining to the dihedral angle
γ Pertaining to camber
ζ Pertaining to the lead-lag angle
Θ Pertaining toΘ

Superscripts

D Desired value
j Index for an aerofoil section
t Time

1 Introduction

Birds and beauty are synonymous. From ancient
times to modern, men and women have contemplated
bird flight. Birds have provided inspiration for many
scientists and engineers who made powered flight
possible. In computer graphics, there has been con-
siderable commercial interest in animating imagi-
nary birdlike flying creatures in recent years.
We describe a physical model to animate the for-
ward flight of birds based on aerodynamics. As an
initial step in this direction, we only consider mo-
tions in which both the wings of the bird coordinate
in a symmetric fashion. Any sideward component of
wind speed is neglected.
We develop three approaches in this paper for this
purpose.

• The first approach is to handcraft the angle made
by the body axis with the horizontal (hereafter
known as the hand-crafted model).
• The second approach is to calculate the body

axis angleϑ with the horizontal from pitching
moments determined by a proportional-derivative
servo (hereafter known as the moment model).

• The third approach is to generate the necessary
pitching moment by choosing the wing sweep of
the secondaries as a control variable (hereafter
known as the sweep model).

An aerodynamic model for a single flapping wing
is extended to wings with two hinges for both up-
stroke and downstroke in our work to suit the needs
of animation. The model developed is quite general
in its applicability to bird flight and responds to vari-
ations in many parameters. In order to use our model,
the user has to specify any necessary target loca-
tions, the mass of the bird and parameters defining
the shape and size of the bird’s wing and parame-
ters to describe repetitive wing motions like beating.
These parameters are mentioned in Sect. 8. An ani-
mator can vary these parameters for birds of different
wing sizes, mass and manner of performing the wing
motions. The parameters describing the atmosphere
need not be varied. One main attraction of the model
lies in the interactive speed with which the effects of
changes in parameters can be assessed. This is due to
the simplicity of the aerodynamic model combined
with its ability to capture the essential features of
many phases of bird flight.
Although this paper deals only with symmetric mo-
tions of the wings, the most important contribution
of the present work is to place the very compli-
cated subject of bird flight in a rational perspective
in a manner suitable for animation. It is hoped that
this paper will serve as a starting point to spur fur-
ther research in the physical animation of bird flight.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work
employs physical principles from aerodynamics and
flight mechanics to animate the forward flight of
a bird.

2 Related works

In efforts to enhance the realism and production
time of computer-generated animation sequences,
the application of dynamic analysis emerged as an al-
ternative to traditional key-framing (Armstrong and
Green 1985). The control of creatures with multiple
links using finite state machines and proportional-
derivative servoes was subsequently investigated in
many works (van de Panne et al. 1994a,b; Hod-
gins et al. 1995; Hodgins and Pollard 1997). In
addition to animating multilinked creatures, atten-
tion has been focussed on a variety of other ani-
mals like jellyfish (Nougaret and Arnaldi 1995),
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fishes (Tu and Terzopoulos 1994) and snakes and
worms (Miller 1988).
Reynolds (1987) developed a method using stochas-
tic principles to animate the flocking of birds and
other creatures. Although principles of aerodynam-
ics and fluid dynamics have been employed to an-
imate natural phenomena (Wejchert and Haumann
1991; Foster and Metaxas 1997), such work could
not be found in the literature for animating the for-
ward flight of birds. Haumann and Hodgins (1992)
discuss a model to control hovering flight, but the
emphasis is more on control than aerodynamics.

3 Background

The wing of a bird is similar to the human arm
in many aspects. Both comprise shoulder, elbow
and wrist joints followed by metacarpals (fingers)
(Tricker and Tricker 1967). The portion of the wing
between the shoulder joint and the elbow joint is not
aerodynamically significant for most birds and can
be neglected in our calculations. The foldable feath-
ers between the elbow joint and the wrist of a bird
form the portion of the wing that is proximal (nearer)
to the body of the bird. This segment is known as the
secondaries. The portion of the wing extending from
the wrist to the wing tip forms the wing segment that
is distal (away) from the body of the bird. This seg-
ment is known as the primaries. The cross-section
of a bird’s wing is quite similar to the aerofoil sec-
tion of an aircraft (Houghton and Carruthers 1982).
The reader is referred to Tricker and Tricker (1967)
for the anatomical details of a bird’s flight muscles
and to Anderson (1991) for definitions of the aerofoil
parameters.
The primaries and the secondaries are capable of
three basic motions called flapping, lead-lag and
twisting motion, as shown in Fig. 1. Flapping de-
notes the up and down motion about the elbow and
wrist joints. The sideward motions about the elbow
and wrist is known as ‘lead-lag’ or ‘lagging’ motion.
Finally, the wing can be twisted around the joints.
The twist of the aerofoil at any section can be meas-
ured as the angleθ made by its chord line with a ref-
erence line. When a bird is beating or retracting its
wings, the leading edge of a wing segment makes an
angleζ known as the angle of sweep with the trans-
verse plane of the bird’s body. The angle made by the
wing segment with the coronal plane is known as the

dihedral and is denoted byβ. These angles (Perkins
and Hage 1949) are shown in Fig. 2.
The climb angleν (Perkins and Hage 1949), which
is used subsequently, is defined as the angle made
by the instantaneous flight direction of the bird with
the horizontal. This is different from the body axis
angleϑ, which is the angle made by the body axis
of the bird with the horizontal, since the flight direc-
tion and the body axis direction need not be the same.
The bird develops a normal forceN perpendicular to
the flight direction and a thrustT in the direction of
flight while beating its wings (Azuma 1992). During
nonflapping flight modes, the thrustT is negative to
account for the aerodynamic drag.
The centre of pressure of an aerofoil section is de-
fined as that point where the resultant aerodynamic
force on the section acts. This is denoted bycp and
its location given by (xcp, ycp). The centre of pressure
of the whole wing is not directly involved in our cal-
culations. The location of centre of gravity (xcg, ycg)
is the point at which the resultant gravitational force
acts on the bird (Perkins and Hage 1949).
Good background knowledge required for under-
standing the model can be obtained from Azuma
(1992) and Perkins and Hage (1949).

4 The dynamic equations

The basic equations of motion for bird flight fol-
low Newton’s laws of motion. Two assumptions are
made for increasing the speed of computations. The
first is that the induced velocity compared to the
freestream velocity is small enough to be neglected.
The other is that the flow can be analysed by the
quasisteady assumption. Under these assumptions,
the position and velocity of the bird can be deter-
mined if the acceleration and the initial state of the
bird is known. If a bird of massm and weightW is
moving up at a climb angleν to the horizontal, the
accelerationa in the horizontal (X) and vertical (Y)
directions

maX = I cosν−N sinν (1)

maY = I sinν+N cosν−W (2)

ϑ̈ = M

I
, (3)
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Fig. 1. Wing motions
Fig. 2. The three dimensional wing

whereM is the pitching moment acting on the bird
and the thrustI and normal forceN on the bird are
given by

I=
∫
µzds (4)

N =
∫

nzds, (5)

whereµz andnz are the sectional tangential and nor-
mal forces.

M =
∫ (

nz(xcp− xcg)+µz(ycp− ycg)
)

dz. (6)

Equation 6 is employed only in the sweep model.

The sectional forces can be expressed as

nz=1

2
ρUcσ

{
(α−α0)(V+Vζ )−

(
Cd0

σ

)
Vβ

}
cosβ (7)

µz=1

2
ρUcσ

{
−(α−α0)Vβ−

(
Cd0

σ

)
(V+Vζ )

}
cosζ ,

(8)

where the angle of attackα on a section is given by

α ' (θ+ν+ϑ)− tan−1

{
Vβ

V+Vζ

}
. (9)

σ is the lift coefficient of the wing,

U =
√

V2
β + (V+Vζ )2
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and Vζ and Vβ are the velocity components due to
the beating motion of the wing along the lead-lag and
flapping directions of the section, respectively. The
external wind, the turbulence and the forward flight
velocity of the bird with respect to the ground are in-
cluded in the freestream velocityV∞. The velocityV
in the equations given is the component ofV∞ per-
pendicular to the leading edge of a section.
While the sectional twistθ appears in Eq. 9, the
sweep ζ and dihedralβ of the wing appear in
Eqs. 7 and 8. These can be specified by the user as
functions of time, or one of them can be selected as
a control variable. These are specified in the present
work directly as time-varying functions for the beat-
ing motion of the wing for simplicity. These can also
be defined in any other manner as desired by the user,
for example by using proportional-derivative (p-d)
controllers, provided the sweep, dihedral and twist
of both the wing segments can be obtained as func-
tions of time. If one of these three variables is chosen
as a control variable, it can also be altered by the al-
gorithm for steering the bird towards the target. We
model the basic beating motion of the bird in terms
of the sweep, dihedral and twist as follows.

4.1 Beating motion of the wing

Azuma’s (1992) beating model for an isolated wing
segment is extended to the two-connected wing seg-
ments in the following.
The beating motion of the wing consists of a down-
stroke that lasts for around 60% of the time and
an upstroke that lasts for the remaining time (Weis-
Fogh 1975). Letf be the overall frequency of the
beating motion. The frequencyfd for the downstroke
is given by fd = (5 f/6). LetT be defined by

T = t−Q P ,

where

Q= floor

(
t

P

)
,

and the function floor gives the integral part of
a decimal number.

The wing parameters during downstroke are speci-
fied as

βs= βsi− Aβs+ Aβs cos(2π fdT), 0≤ T ≤ 3P

5

ζs=ζsi− Aζs sin(2π fdT+φ), 0≤ T≤ 3P

5
(10)

βp= βs+βpi, 0≤ T ≤ 3P

5

ζp = ζs+ ζpi− Aζp sin(2π fdT+φ+φsp),

0≤ T ≤ 3P

5

The twistθ of a section is assumed to vary linearly
with wing span. The twists at the tip of the secon-
daries and primaries are denoted byΘs andΘp, re-
spectively. These are specified as

Θs= (Θsd+Θsu)

2
+ (Θsd−Θsu)

2
sin

(
πT

2εP

)
,

0≤ T ≤ εP

Θp= (Θpd+Θpu)

2
+ (Θpd−Θpu)

2
sin

(
πT

2εP

)
,

0≤ T ≤ εP

Θs=Θsd, εP < T ≤
(

3P

5
− εP

)
Θp=Θpd, εP < T ≤

(
3P

5
− εP

)
Θs= (Θsd+Θsu)

2
+ (Θsd−Θsu)

2
sinΓ ,(

3P

5
− εP

)
< T ≤ 3P

5

Θp= (Θpd+Θpu)

2
+ (Θpd−Θpu)

2
sinΓ ,(

3P

5
− εP

)
< T ≤ 3P

5
,

where

Γ=π
2

[
T− ( 3P

5 −εP)

εP

]
+π

2
,

(
3P

5
−εP

)
<T≤ 3P

5
,

and the constant valuesΘsd,Θsu,Θpd,Θpu, βsi, βpi ,
ζpi, Aβs and Aζs are specified as inputs.ζsi is spec-
ified as an input for the hand-crafted and moment
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models, while it is used for control in the sweep
model.
These parameters during upstroke are given by

fu = 5 f

4

βs= βsi− Aβs+ Aβs cos

[
2π fu

(
T− 3P

5

)
+π

]
,

3P

5
< T ≤ P

ζs= ζsi− Aζs sin

[
2π fu

(
T− 3P

5

)
+φ+π

]
,

3P

5
< T ≤ P

βp= βs+βpi− Aβp+ Aβp cos

[
4π fu

(
T− 3P

5

)]
,

3P

5
< T ≤ P

ζp= ζs+ ζpi

− Aζp sin

[
2π fu

(
T− 3P

5

)
+φ+φsp+π

]
,

3P

5
<T ≤ P

Θs= (Θsd+Θsu)

2
+ (Θsd−Θsu)

2
sinΓ ,

3P

5
< T ≤

(
3P

5
+ εP

)
Θp= (Θpd+Θpu)

2
+ (Θpd−Θpu)

2
sinΓ ,

3P

5
< T ≤

(
3P

5
+ εP

)
Θs=Θsu,

(
3P

5
+ εP

)
< T ≤ (P− εP)

Θp=Θpu,

(
3P

5
+ εP

)
< T ≤ (P− εP)

Θs= (Θsd+Θsu)

2
+ (Θsd−Θsu)

2
sinΓ ,

(P− εP) < T ≤ P

Θp= (Θpd+Θpu)

2
+ (Θpd−Θpu)

2
sinΓ ,

(P− εP) < T ≤ P ,

where

Γ = π
2

[
T− ( 3P

5

)
εP

]
+π, 3P

5
< T ≤

(
3P

5
+ εP

)

Γ = π
2

[
T− (P− εP)

εP

]
+ 3π

2
, (P− εP) < T ≤ P .

The dynamic equations and the equations for beating
developed in this section are utilised for aiming the
bird toward targets by controlling the pitching mo-
ment in the two models described in the next two
sections.

5 Targeting using the moment model

The bird can be made to pass through targets by ap-
propriately controlling the aerodynamic force acting
on it. This is achieved with two models in the cur-
rent work. The basis for the moment model will be
explained in this section.
It can be observed that the body axis angleϑ influ-
ences the angle of attackα (Eq. 9). However, the
angle of attackα determines the aerodynamic force
produced by the wing. Hence, we can control the
aerodynamic force on the wing by controlling the
body axis angleϑ. In the first approach this was
handcrafted. However, since the body axis angle is
altered by the pitching moment on the bird as given
by Eq. 3, we can make the bird reach the target by
controlling the pitching moment.
In the moment model, the pitching moment in Eq. 3
is specified without going into its cause. The moment
acting on the bird at any instant of time is calculated
though an imaginary proportional-derivative servo
located at the instantaneous centre of gravity of the
bird:

M =−kp
(
ϑD−ϑ)−kdϑ̇ ,

where the constantskp andkd are the proportional
and derivative constants, and the superscriptD de-
notes a desired value. To simplify the analysis,
we make an approximation that the moment of
inertia I of the bird does not change much with
time. The preceding equation can then be rewritten
with Eq. 3 as

ϑ̈ =−
(

kp

I

) (
ϑD−ϑ)−(kd

I

)
ϑ̇ . (11)
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Since we assume thatI is a constant, we can refer to
the constants(kp/I ) and

(
kd/I

)
askp andkd without

loss of generality. The advantage of this approxima-
tion is that we do not have to calculatekp andkd for
birds of different shapes, sizes and mass individually.
The coefficients(kp/I ) and

(
kd/I

)
in Eq. 11 were

specified as 15.0 and 1.5, respectively, after a few
trial runs.
The desired body axis angleϑD in Eq. 11 is changed
periodically after a user-specified intervalcycle_
time . ϑD is calculated in such a way that the bird
tries its best to be on a point on the line connect-
ing the bird’s current position with the target at the
end of the specified interval. In order to direct the
bird toward this line, we use a two-pronged ap-
proach that consists of a bisection method (Atkin-
son 1985) and a linear interpolation if the bisec-
tion method fails in its objective. In the bisection
method,ϑD is given as an input to the forward
dynamics routine at a given time. At the end of
the specified time, the method checks whether the
final position falls on the line joining the initial
position of the bird and the target. If this is not
achieved,ϑD is varied till the condition is met
within an acceptable error. This is shown in Fig. 3 in
a pseudocode.
If the bisection method fails to converge, two trial
values of ϑD are chosen, and the actualϑD to
be used in the animation is obtained by a lin-
ear interpolation. Although the linear interpola-
tion will not give the exact value, it might at least
drive the system to a state in which the bisec-
tion method starts working at a later point in time.
The linear interpolation is performed as shown
in Fig. 4.
The advantage of using the moment model is that it
is faster and easier to control than the sweep model
to be discussed in the next section. The effect of tail
is implicitly embedded in the moment calculated by
the proportional-derivative servo. The disadvantage
of this approach is that the moment we give is inde-
pendent of the actual force distribution on the wing,
and hence no observable wing motions can be corre-
lated with the specified moment. Therefore there is
a compromise on realism.
In order to reduce this trade-off on realism, an-
other model is proposed in which the pitching
moment is calculated in a more realistic man-
ner by taking the moments of the aerodynamic
force distribution around the location of centre of
gravity.

6 Targeting using the sweep model

The sweep of the secondaries of the wing is chosen
as the control variable for the sweep model. In this
model also, we only control the pitching momentM,
but in a more physically plausible manner. While this
moment was specified directly by a p-d controller
in the moment model, we go into the cause for this
moment in the sweep model. The pitching moment
arises due to the force distribution on the wing. The
real bird uses a number of variables to alter this force
distribution. However, we choose the wing sweep of
the secondaries as the control variable since this ap-
pears to be the most important variable influencing
the pitching moment. The wing sweep can also be
varied by a p-d controller like the pitching moment
M in the moment model. However, the pitching mo-
ment is now computed as a result of the altered force
distribution on the wings due to the variation in wing
sweep, whereas it was computed without any physi-
cal basis in the moment model.
During repetitive motions such as beating, the pro-
portional-derivative servo is used to control the ini-
tial position of sweepζsi rather than the sweep itself.
For other motions such as gliding, the sweepζs= ζsi
is directly used for control. The torqueτ generated
by the controller is given by

τ =−kp
(
ζsi− ζD

si

)−kdζ̇si , (12)

whereζsi is equal to the initial value of sweep used
in Eq. 10 if the flight mode is flapping and is equal to
the actual sweepζ for other flight modes. As for the
moment model, we can rewrite Eq. 12 without loss of
generality as

ζ̈si =−kp
(
ζsi− ζD

si

)−kdζ̇si . (13)

Thekp andkd occurring in Eq. 13 are specified as 1.5
and 0.15, respectively, after a few trial runs. Since
these are already scaled by the average moment of in-
ertia of the wings, there is no need to change them for
other birds.
The desired value for driving the proportional-
derivative servo is found in a manner similar to the
moment model.̈ϑ is found at each instant of time by
first using Eq. 6 to determine the pitching momentM
and subsequently using Eq. 3 to findϑ̈, from whichϑ
can be determined.
In addition, relative positions ofcp and cg of the
bird change with wing motions. The body of the bird
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4

void bisection()/* Employ bisection method */
{

converged = FALSE;
blowup = FALSE;

/* Store the starting values of parameters */
store_starting_values();

while (!converged && !blowup)
{

for (btime = time_start;
btime <=(time_start+cycle_time); btime+= 4t)
forward_dynamics();

update(); /* Update ϑD or ζD
si */

check(); /* Check for convergence or blow up */
reset_to_starting_values();/*Reset parameters*/

}
}

Fig. 3. Pseudocode for the bisection method

void linear_interpolation()
{

store_starting_values();

ν̄D = tan−1(Ytarget−Ystart)/(Xtarget− Xstart);
if (Model==MOMENT) ϑD = ϑ1 = 10.0 degrees;
if (Model==SWEEP) ζD

si = ζ1 = 10.0 degrees;
for (itime=time_start;

itime<=(time_start+cycle_time); itime+= 4t)
forward_dynamics();

ν̄1 = tan−1(Y−Ystart)/(X− Xstart);

reset_to_starting_values();/* Reset parameters */
if (Model==MOMENT) ϑD = ϑ2 =−10.0 degrees;
if (Model==SWEEP) ζD

si = ζ2 =−10.0 degrees;

for (itime = time_start;
itime <=(time_start+cycle_time); itime+= 4t)
forward_dynamics();

ν̄2 = tan−1(Y−Ystart)/(X− Xstart);

if (Model==MOMENT) ϑD = ϑ1+ (ϑ2−ϑ1)(ν̄
D− ν̄1)/(ν̄2− ν̄1);

if (Model==SWEEP) ζD
si = ζ1+ (ζ2− ζ1)(ν̄D− ν̄1)/(ν̄2− ν̄1);

reset_to_starting_values();/* Reset parameters */
}

Fig. 4. Pseudocode for linear interpolation

can pitch upwards and downwards only if thecpcan
move fore and aft ofcg. Because of the approxima-
tions made while determining the location of cen-
tre of gravity and also because of neglecting the tail
contribution to the pitching moment, it is sometimes

necessary to adjust the position of the centre of grav-
ity fore or aft of the predicted value to achieve this
movement. The centre of gravity is moved fore or
aft of the predicted value with the following formula,
which is empirically derived after a number of tests.
A constantK is defined by

K =
{

E+ (F−E)V∞
G if K ≤ L ,

L otherwise
(14)

whereK is the amount by which thecg should be
shifted forward andL is a user-specified maximum
limit on K . The constantsE, F andG can be differ-
ent for birds of different sizes and species. If these
constants are not properly chosen, the model be-
comes insensitive to the changes inζsi. The near-
optimum values for the constantsE, F andG to be
used in Eq. 14 were found from our numerical exper-
iments to be 0.20,0.39 and 9.00, respectively, for the
dimensions of the eagle considered.
The advantage of employing the sweep model is that
the motion produced is more realistic and the pat-
terns of flapping and sweep of the bird change auto-
matically to propel the bird towards the target. The
main disadvantage of using the sweep model is in
employing Eq. 14. The constantL has to be speci-
fied after several trials, and the constantsE, F andG
have to be estimated by a few trial runs for each dif-
ferent bird. The speed of computation was also found
to suffer when this model was employed.

6.1 Limitations of the targeting models

It is not physically possible for a bird to reachany
target specified in space. To cite an extreme case, if
a point lies directly above the bird, it is impossible
for the bird to reach the point by following a pla-
nar trajectory within the limitations dictated by its
wings. Moreover, if the phase is a gliding phase, the
bird has a severe limitation on its capacity to move
upwards, especially if the gliding speed is very slow.
At high speeds, the bird cannot change its direction
within a short distance. Hence, in general, targets
which are too close and/or too steep from the current
position may not be attainable. Although the con-
current control of the speed of the bird can greatly
alleviate these limitations, this aspect is not consid-
ered in the present work.
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7 Summary of the proposed
algorithms

Three approaches have been outlined in the present
work. In Fig. 5 the pseudocode for the main routine
is shown which calls the necessary routines for the
model selected.
Figure 3 shows the pseudocode for the bisection
method. The various parameters and state of the bird
at the beginning of the bisection method are stored in
the routine store_starting_values() . The
routine reset_to_starting_values() re-
sets the parameters to the starting values. The rou-
tineupdate() updatesϑD or ζD

si with the bisection
method, while the routinecheck() checks for con-
vergence or blow up of the bisection method.
Figure 4 shows the pseudocode for the linear inter-
polation, which is applied ifblowup==TRUE . The
two sample values forϑD or ζD

si are taken as±10
degrees.
Figure 6 shows the forward dynamics routine. The
routine wing() generates the wing at each time
step. The routineaerod() computes the aero-
dynamic forces and moments using Eqs. 4 to 8.
The routineposition() updates the position and
orientation of the bird with Eqs. 1, 2 and 3. The
freestream velocityV∞, including external wind and
turbulence, if any, is also updated in this routine.
Figure 7 shows the pseudocode for thewing() rou-
tine. The wing parameters are specified as functions
of time in any desired fashion by the user or de-
termined from the beating motion of the wing as
detailed in Sect. 4.1 in the routinewing_param-
eters(). The routineaerofoil_section()
generates aerofoil sections at discrete spanwise loca-
tions on the wing.

8 Results and discussion

Three animation sequences have been generated
based on the three approaches to evaluate the mod-
els for various flight phases. These sequences can be
accessed at http://www.cgit.ntu.edu.sg/∼iagwww/
BirdFlight/.
Figures 8–10 show selected frames from these se-
quences. The pictures are arranged from left to right,
top to bottom. All the sequences consist of a beat-
ing flight phase during take-off and a rapid slowing
down of the beating motion to a glide, which may be

5

main()
{

time = 0.0;
while (time<time_limit)

{
time_start = time;

/* Employ bisection method */
if (Model!=HANDCRAFTED) bisection();

/*If bisection fails, use linear interpolation*/
if (Model!=HANDCRAFTED && blowup)

linear_interpolation();

while ((time<time_start+cycle_time)&&
(time<time_limit))

{
time += 4t;
/* Carry out forward dynamics calculations */
forward_dynamics();

/* output the result */
output();

}
}

}

6

7

void forward_dynamics()
{

wing(); /* Generate the wing */

aerod();/* Compute aerodynamic forces and moments */

position(); /* Compute position and orientation */
}

Fig. 6. Pseudocode for forward dynamics

void wing()
{

/* Compute the sweeps, dihedrals and twists */
wing_parameters();

/* Generate the wing with aerofoil sections */
for (j = 1; j <= J; j++)

aerofoil_section(int j);
}

Fig. 7. Pseudocode for generating the wing

Fig. 5. Pseudocode for the main program
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accompanied by a diving phase and a final landing
phase.
Figure 8 shows the frames from the sequence em-
ploying the handcrafted model. The first four frames
depict the flapping phase of flight. The fifth frame
is in the region of transition to gliding flight, while
the sixth frame shows the gliding phase. The bird
is shown diving in the seventh frame, and it re-
covers from the dive in the eighth frame. The
ninth frame shows the position of the wings when
the bird prepares to land. The large dihedral of
the wings, which is characteristic of the landing
phase of some birds, can be seen in the last frame.
Target following is impossible in the handcrafted
model.
Figure 9 shows frames from the sequence employing
the moment model. The targets are shown as yel-
low spheres in the frames. It should be noted that the
sweep of the wing during diving in the eighth frame
is specified in thewing() function, since the mo-
ment model prescribes the moment without regard to
the shape and position of the wing.
Figure 10 shows the effect of employing the sweep
model. The changes in wing sweep occurring due to
the control changes are obvious in the fifth, sixth and
seventh frames.
The computations were done for a wing that is dis-
cretized by five sections on the secondaries and ten
on the primaries with a section common to both pri-
maries and secondaries.
TheX−Y locations of four targets shown in Fig. 11
for the moment and sweep models were speci-
fied in meters asP1= (−45,30), P2= (−70,45),
P3= (−95,45) andP4= (−110,40). It is assumed
that each wing contributes to around 20% of the
mass, the body around 55% of the mass and the
head 5% (Azuma 1992). We also approximate
the head by an ellipsoid and the body, by oc-
tants of four different ellipsoids. In addition, we
also assume that the density of the bird is uniform
throughout.
The values of the various parameters used for gen-
erating the sequences were based on those of a ju-
venile golden eagle, and they are given in Table 1.
Some of these values are taken directly from Azuma
(1992) while others are assumed to be of a reason-
able value.
During the landing phase,Cd0, the profile drag co-
efficient should be increased to a large value, say
0.40, to simulate the high profile drag during this
phase.

Table 1.Sequence parameters

Parameter Symbol Value

Sea level temperature Ψ 300 K
Sea level density % 1.23 kg/m3

Polytropic exponent Φ 1.235
Interval ∆t 0.02 s
Mass of the bird m 8.5 kg
Acceleration due to gravity g 9.81 m/s
Initial altitude h 0 m
Beating frequency f 2.4 Hz
Taper ratio of secondaries λs 0.9
Maximum taper ratio of primaries λpmax 0.3
Average chord c̄ 0.4 m
Semispan of secondaries ωs 0.4 m
Semispan of primaries ωp 0.7 m
Twist of secondaries (downstroke) Θsd 00

Twist of secondaries (upstroke) Θsu −30

Twist of primaries (downstroke) Θpd 60

Twist of primaries (upstroke) Θpu −90

Initial dihedral of secondaries βsi 550

Initial dihedral of primaries βpi 00

Initial sweep of secondaries (default) ζsi 200

Initial sweep of primaries ζpi 00

Flap amplitude of secondaries Aβs 450

Flap amplitude of primaries Aβp 400

Sweep amplitude of secondaries Aζs 200

Sweep amplitude of primaries Aζp 300

Flap-lag phase difference of secondaries φ 00

Lead-lag phase difference φsp 100

Time to change the twistΘ εP 0.05 s

The undulatory motion of the bird during flap-
ping was clearly observed in all the approaches.
While employing the moment model, an oscilla-
tory pitching motion with respect to the centre of
gravity of the body was noticed because of the
pitching moment that drives the bird toward the tar-
gets. When the sweep model was employed, the
variations in the sweep of the secondaries were
observed when the bird tried to steer itself to-
ward the targets. This also lent an impression of
randomness.
From Fig. 11, it can be seen that the trajectories
are quite different after the second target when the
moment and sweep models are employed. The fi-
nal target is an example of a situation in which the
bird may not properly reach its goal. In the exam-
ple shown, the distance between the third and fourth
targets is too short for the bird to maneouver it-
self towards the target. In actual flight, birds cir-
cumvent such problems by taking a spiral path in-
stead of a planar path. We attempted to compare the
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Fig. 8.Handcrafted model
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Fig. 9. Moment model
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Fig. 10.Sweep model
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Fig. 11.Trajectories of the bird

speed of the models by measuring the CPU time
taken by a Silicon Graphics workstation, Indigo 2
– Impact, CPU speed250 MHz and128 MB RAM
with a MIPS R4400 processor to preprocess the se-
quence and comparing it with the real-time duration
of the animation sequence. The time taken to gen-
erate and output the bird shape was assumed to be
negligible.
Measurements made for all three approaches are tab-
ulated in Table 2. The first column shows the model
used. The second column shows the timeSrequired
for preprocessing. The third column shows the actual
duration D of the sequence generated. The fourth
column shows the ratio(S/D) which is the criterion
representing the speed of the aerodynamic model.
If the model is extended to three dimensions, it is
possible to animate a wide variety of interesting mo-
tions. The model in its present form is not suggested
as an alternative to hand animation, but rather as
a tool to assist and improve it. The model can be
used as a tool to synchronize the path followed by the
bird with the various wing motions. For example, the
model correctly predicts that the bird should move
upwards during downstroke and downwards during
upstroke. This is quite obvious at low flapping fre-
quencies and low forward velocities. The extent of
this undulatory motion is also related to the shape,
size and mass of the bird. This can be used to animate
the motions of various species and sizes of birds.

Table 2.Comparison of CPU times for various models

Approach Time Duration Ratio
S(seconds) D(seconds) S/D

Handcrafted 21.01 13.0 1.616
Moment 97.50 12.2 7.992
Sweep 476.82 17.2 26.722

9 Conclusions and suggestions for
future work

Overall, the trajectory of the bird is observed to be
smooth and realistic over the various phases, even
if the wing motions are rapid. This shows the appli-
cability of the aerodynamic routine and the control
algorithms to a wide variety of flight phases, includ-
ing transitions from one phase to another. The basic
aerodynamic model suits the needs of computer ani-
mation since it is of interactive speed and the control
of flight path is possible. The overall flight trajec-
tory of the bird appears to be physically realistic and
consistent with various phases of flight. The model
responds to variations in many parameters.
The model has potential for future research. The ex-
tension of the model to include three-dimensional
motions such as yawing and rolling can be a future
endeavour. The simultaneous control of the veloc-
ity of the bird with its position can improve con-
trol. The addition of an aerodynamic model for the
tail may improve the realism. The effect of choosing
other parameters such as the flapping amplitude, fre-
quency and dihedral as control variables remains to
be tested. Further, it will be interesting to choose
more than one control variable for controlling the
bird. However, the corresponding control algorithm
will be more complicated. Other possibilities are
group behaviour and metamorphosis (Hodgins and
Pollard 1997) of one bird to another during flight.
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